
tiny
1. [ʹtaını] n

маленький ребёнок
when they were tinies - когда они были совсем маленькими

2. [ʹtaını] a
очень маленький, крошечный (часто tiny little)

tiny hands - крошечные ручонки
tiny little child, tiny tot - карапуз, малыш
tiny little piece - малюсенький кусочек
tiny bit - капелька, чуточка
tiny fact - незначительныйфакт, фактик
tiny movement - почти незаметноедвижение
she settled in two tiny rooms - она поселилась в двух крохотных комнатушках

♢ Tiny Tim - амер. реактивный снаряд «Тайни Тим»

Apresyan (En-Ru)

tiny
tiny [tiny tinies tinier tiniest] BrE [ˈtaɪni] NAmE [ˈtaɪni] adjective (tini·er ,
tini·est)

very small in size or amount
• a tiny baby
• Only a tiny minority hold such extreme views.

see the patter of tiny feet at ↑patter n.

 
Word Origin:
late 16th cent.: extension of obsolete tine, ‘small, diminutive’, of unknown origin.
 
Example Bank:

• Look at his little tiny fingers.Aren't they cute?
• The minister appealed to the Cabinet not to target her comparatively tiny budget of £4 billion.
• His room is absolutely tiny.
• She felt the tiniest bit drunk.
• She held the tiny baby in her arms.
• The tiniest amount of this drug would knock out an elephant.
• There's only one little tiny problem with the booking.
• We come from a tiny little town in up-state New York.
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tiny
ti ny S2 W2 /ˈtaɪni/ BrE AmE adjective (comparative tinier , superlative tiniest)

[Date: 1500-1600; Origin: tine 'very small' (15-17 centuries)]

extremely small:
a tiny community in the Midwest
The earrings were tiny.
a tiny little baby
She always felt a tiny bit sad.
Bad teachers are a tiny minority.
tiny pieces of paper

• • •
THESAURUS
■very small

▪ tiny very small – used about objects, numbers, or amounts: a tiny island | Dairy foods provideyour body with a tiny amount of
vitamin D.
▪ teeny informal very small - used for emphasis: I'll just havea teeny bit of cream.| There's just one teeny little problem.| a teeny
little house
▪ minute extremely small and extremely difficult to see or notice: They found minute traces of poison in his body.| The
differences are minute.| minute creatures
▪ miniature a miniature camera, watch, railway etc is made in a very small size.A miniature horse, dog etc is bred to be a very
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small size: The spy used a miniature camera.| the fashion for miniature pets
▪ microscopic extremely small and impossible to see without special equipment: microscopic organisms | microscopic particles
of dust

▪ minuscule /ˈmɪnəskju l,̍ mɪnɪskju l/ extremely small in a surprising way: She was wearing a minuscule bikini.| The threat from

terrorism is minuscule compared to other risks in our lives.
▪ itty-bitty/itsy-bitsy [only before noun] American English informal very small: An itty-bitty little bug crawled across his forehead.
| We stayed at some itty-bitty hotel in a back street.
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